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He picked up a handful of sand.

"This is 'mirinja'."
On March 2, 2019--at the Victor Harbor Beach FIGHT FOR
THE BIGHT Paddle-Out we sang "The Gratitude Song" for
Bunna Lawrie. He is a Mirning elder, Whale Dreamer, and
acclaimed musician. Along with several other passionate
and Earth-loving groups, we were all there to protest the
proposed drilling in the Great Australian Bight.
In Lawrie's own words: “We are the Whale Dreaming
tribe of the Nullarbor and Great Australian Bight, the
home of this planet’s greatest whale nursery and
sanctuary. For over 60,000 years we have been
custodians of this land and sea. In the 1950’s the
Australian government declared the Mirning people
extinct and relocated another tribe onto our land.
The government formed a corporation, made
agreements with mining companies and have been
using native title to take our freedom to protect our
sacred homeland. Now they are trying to take our sea
country, home of our totem and family the whale. The
mining company this time is Equinor (Statoil) who is
proposing very risky oil drilling in the pristine Great
Australian Bight."
He taught us the Mirning word 'mirinja': the vibration/life
spirit that imbues all things.

By JOHN CARLIN~Tenor/Baritone

He pointed to the ocean.

"This is 'mirinja', the songs,
the dream time."
It reminded me of what the Lakota elder at
Oceti Sakowin--the 7 Council Fires of the
Great Sioux Nation, home of the Water
Protectors at Standing Rock
Reservation--had said:

"Every living thing is our relative.
The grass and the trees
are our brothers. The wind and
the water are our sisters."
ct

Chants I wrote for
our actions in Australia:
Superloop 500 action:
The Earth - Our Home - Blue and Green
Stop Burning Gasoline!
There's A Fire Down Under, The Flames Are High
If We Keep Burning Petrol, We're All Gonna Die!
(we spontaneously reprised that one at that night's show ; )

Fight For The Bight Paddle-Out
@ Victor Harbor:
Oil Spills, Oil Kills -Ain't No Way in Hell We Gonna Let You Drill!
We Are The Current, We Are The Sea
Won't Stop Rising Til We Are Free!

Extinction Rebellion NYC
David Buckle Ceremony
Photo & Graphite Rubbings by Fran Benitez~Alto

Just Like A Mother Loves Her Child
We Love The Earth Because She's Wild!

Australia required us to submit a
narrative of our arrests along with
our visa applications. Here is what
our music director submitted for
his one and only arrest:

As

we ascended the escalators wearing our bright orange
papier-mâché Golden Toad heads, what we were doing seemed as
necessary as it was outlandish. A choir of extinct toads landing in the
lobby of Chase Bank in Midtown Manhattan--what?! But, that is
exactly what the world needs more of; what the Earth is asking of us.

We sang our songs and handed out information describing WHY

this Golden Toad Chorus had landed in Chase Bank. The investments
in mountaintop removal, coal, pipelines--things a majority of New
Yorkers would say, "Of course, I'm not FOR this!"--but their money
told a diﬀerent tale.

We

descended the escalator back to the street with the mere
mortals. It was beginning to rain. So we descended yet another set of
stairs and gathered on the downtown F train platform. Billy collected
Golden Toad heads in a bag. Our director, Savitri, had designed and
handmade each one with help from the choir so it was essential that
these be organized and returned in an orderly fashion. A train slowly
pulled in to the station. There was some activity above us and we
could just make out heavily-pleated blue pants walking through the
subway gates. I was heading uptown but decided to wait with Billy to
make sure all heads were accounted for.

NEHEMIAH LUCKETT
Music Director
As

we are handcuﬀed and put into a
police car, a higher-ranking white-shirted
police oﬃcer comes up to me and snarls
in my face, "Why are you smiling? Do you
think this is funny? We'll give you
something to smile about?"

But...I'm smiling because this
is as hilarious as it is
NECESSARY.
A week after arrival and on the one day that Dragonﬂy
ventured solo to the beach (and got a sunburn!), the
“Black Nod” proved to be an international phenomenon,
as she greeted and befriended the grandson of the
world’s most famous and respected prisoner of our
lifetimes:

The REVOLUTION should have fresh, hot cookies!

I was thinking about how this all must look and I couldn't help but

laugh. I was holding a large sack of papier-mâché Golden Toad heads
while Reverend Billy (dressed in his Televangelist-meets-Elvis drag)
tried to remember how many heads we had arrived with. In those days
Billy wore all white from head-to-toe except for his clergy vestments.
And I was holding a large, black cloth sack. Again, I was laughing at
myself and now wondering what life choices had led me to this exact
moment (and whatever they were, I'm so glad that I made them.).

Down the stairs come those blue pleated pants--and there seem to

be so MANY pairs of pleated pants coming towards us. "Were you
just up in Chase Bank?" one cop asks Billy. Unable to lie, Billy nods.

Another cop says to me, "Were you with him?" I'm holding a huge

black sack...and I'm sure people on the platform must be thinking,
"Did you really almost get away with a huge sack of stolen money
from a BANK ROBBERY?" In my mind I'm trying to explain "THESE
ARE GOLDEN TOAD HEADS!" but I can't stop smiling and
laughing to myself. I just nod and follow Billy up the stairs.

Australia d
enied the v
isa
application
fo
r
our friend
Theo [bass].
So we brou
ght him wit
h us
everywher
e we went
anyways.
#LoveNoB

order

Photos by Dragonﬂy / Savitri D. / Jess Beck
“Adelaide” graphite rubbing by Fran Benitez

Recipe by Sam Cohen, Esq~Church Member & Candyman

Make a tax deductible
donation at:

Reverend Billy sez: A social movement about the earth cannot
be all white [said the white man]. We have a spectacle right now in
NYC…We’ve got a bunch of people over here with banners: “CLIMATE
CHANGE! WE’RE ALL GONNA DIE!” And the rest of the town
glances at the computer and say, “well, some white people are afraid they
won’t live as long.” RACISM. Living in fear that militarized cops will
come into your house and shoot you in cold blood. RACISM. Always
ignored by the environmental movement. But we have to ALL OF US rise
up. This has to be a general revolution to save ourselves! This has to
be--well, that’s it--ALL OF US! And how do we do that? Well, maybe
some of us have to decolonize ourselves a little--be the other. It’s our
turn--we can’t be the leader this time! Earthalujah! All of us!
adrienne maree brown sez: "...change works in collective
ways, disrupting the single white male hero narrative, centering
marginalized communities... Meaning we are the center of the story, as
opposed to the sexy and unbelievably stylish sidekick... Imagination is one
of the spoils of colonization, which in many ways is claiming who gets to
imagine the future for a given geography."
[From EMERGENT STRATEGY, Chapter "creating more possibilities",
p. 163.]
Sister Dragonﬂy sez: White people need to ALSO imagine a
world in which they are not so tightly controlling, and imagine a future
NOT based on the fear of erasure or retaliation for their collective ancestral
crimes.
To give the actual TIME and SPACE desired and required by BIPOC and
queer leadership beyond symbolic TOKENIZATION. To learn to pass the
baton as a way to further everyone's legacy toward change.
To learn to say sorry and stop being passive-aggressive and disappear or go
silent or change the subject when things make them uncomfortable. The
rest of us are tired of being uncomfortable on the constant.
To listen and yield instead of kneejerk into the same stubborn patterns that
assume the white way is always the right way-- including the same grace for
mistakes and failure usually given to white mediocrity.
To develop a similar double-consciousness about the effects of whiteness as
everyone else has had to develop to maintain their identity and agency
while surviving in those spaces. To be as internally critical as they are
socialized to be toward the rest of the world.
To be VULNERABLE rather than COMPASSIONATE. Because those
two are complementary and on opposite sides of the dynamic of POWER.
To realize that EVERYTHING is POLITICAL and no one gets a pass.
To realize that the answers to questions like this have already been
answered over several generations by great BIPOC and QUEER
thinkers/doers, but stubbornness and fragility keeps even the most
well-intentioned white folks stuck in the same oppressive patterns,
unwilling to listen and learn.
And to do this DAILY like BIPOC and Queer folx gotta do to make it
when existing in integrated spaces.

Support our work!

Nehemiah Luckett

Music Director
is Bill Talen

Reverend Billy

Savitri D.

Directed by

THE CHURCH
OF STOP
SHOPPING
is a radical
performance
community based
in New York City.

“Bird Wing” collage by TRAVIS TENCH ~Tenor Emeritus
Q: What will we do when a long-time community member migrates?
A:We will MISS-A-LOT!!!
Travis and his love/life partner, Lilly, have embarked upon a life together
in Tennessee. We are simultaneously crestfallen over his departure and
overjoyed for their new beginning. May the Force be with you both.
May you be blessed with abundant solar power and organic vegetables
and bicycle lanes and music and laughter.

REVBILLY
.COM
POB 1556
NY NY 10013

THE CHURCH OF STOP SHOPPING

Looking back across our 17 years, the light and funny name starts to
haunt us with its demand.
First of all, a church? Really? Savitri and I were on an NPR radio show
once and the interviewer began with, “Of course you’re not a real church,
but what are you?” I don’t remember what we answered that day, but over
time the answer is becoming clear.
Our devils have been sweatshops, commercial Christmas, pesticides,
racist police, gentrification, pipelines… Our dark angel was always the
“Mono-culture.” And who we pray and sing to is the Earth. We look at the
500 tornadoes (so far) of 2019 and we hear in the screaming wind 500
arguments against the poisons of industrial agriculture in the Midwest,
against the monoculture of Trumpland. The storms are messages from the
Earth. Yes – simply regarding this living being as intelligent, in fact,
fabulous- that’s it.
And so we’re taking that word “church” back from the hate-and-fear
preachers, from the President down to the guy threatening damnation in
Times Square. There can be a lot of radical love in a church that replaces the
God of Judgment with the Goddess of Justice. We find that the passionate
harmonies of the choir seem to slow down the police as our activist dramas
unfold in corporate lobbies, in the Monsanto labs, in the backyards of
prisons. On a good day, we a singing species of the Earth, letting her work
her mysterious ways through us.
The Church of Stop Shopping will try to deliver the message with humor
and music, because that is what opens people’s hearts. Amen? And so will
this zine, flowing like a stream from our actions and songs. Earthalujah!

~ REVEREND BILLY TALEN

Ndaba Mandela and Colin Kaepernick

“No Superpower” print by Lizzie Hurst & Cornelius Wiggins
“State of Misogyny” poster by We Will Not Be Silent
Molly+Annikki ~ Alto & Children’s Choir

Join us!

M.E.M.O.R.Y

The capacity for remem
brance must simply
be restored.

For as I fall in love I ri

se in love.

Awakening this morni
ng afternoon energy
of song and story I reali
zed there are moments
that I simply do not wa
nt to forget.
Well if indeed, as I am
learning, memories ar
e
more than mere word
s and images woven to
gether
from the deep stores wi
thin, perhaps it is not
a question of restoratio
n but of
acknowledging the mom
ents chosen.
To
sto
p
to
be
wi
th
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as it imprints notes, m
elo
dies
and harmonies, glances
and brushes of should
ers,
elbows against beer-b
attered bellies.
It is in
he
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,
it's
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he
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,
this body, that body, th
ose
bodies, this body, thos
e bodies, these bodies
cells
and muscles retain, re
cord, reﬂect,
many millions of mom
ents.
Can I re
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g
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m
y
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e
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at
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n
of white patent leather
shoes
squeezing in the sides
of my feet and scratchy
buckle
bangin
g
m
y
sk
in
,
th
e
sc
en
t
of the air inside the ch
urch,
musty, the gush of air
as double church door
s
swing open.

It's here.

Will I
re
ca
ll
lyi
ng
on
th
e
we
ll-trodden off-white ca
rpet
in the living room of Br
yan and Rebecca in so
me
suburb in New Orleans
, the vibration of keys
and drum
an
d
ba
ss
an
d
ch
oi
r
alo
ng and through my sp
ine.

I think I'm in love agai
n.

And for this moment I
could roll and revel.
M
y
lip
s
co
ve
rin
g
th
e
fac
es and ﬁngers of my fel
low
s in
unabashed unattached
expression of fresh fee
ling
of glee ﬁlled gratitude
.
I don't know what othe
r words could describ
e this:
appreciation, awe, reco
gniti , appreciation,
on
curiosity, awe-apprec
iating?
The curious nature of
these newfound folks
feels like
family never forgotten
and always known,
th
es
e
ce
lls
re
m
em
be
r
the rhythm, the song,
cavernous
exaltations beckoning
overtures calling awar
eness
forward into our bodi
es into this now.
New words new chem
ical compounds names
spoken
into the air carve awak
ening awareness of th
e
ridiculous and illogica
l moments that seem
s
to
fea
r this
life and love that cour
ses through these bodi
es
interested in something
more than
manic consumption.

I am intrigued and also

As a Creole (whose paternal grandmother was born and raised in
New Orleans with the maiden name Sekou) I’ve always felt a certain
connection to The Big Easy. But this last trip in April 2019 with
Reverend Billy and the Stop Shopping Choir was like no other.
Fourteen years after Katrina I got to see the city in its glory with the
electricity, raw talent, and hunger of young black men playing their
horns, drums, and percussion on the street in the French Quarter. But
also, and unfortunately, I saw a Bayer-Monsanto factory and a prison
trying to expand while an abandoned school sat down the street.
So N’awlins represents a dichotomy of progression/regression like
most famous American cities. What makes New Orleans stand out is
resilience and pride in its culture like no other place in the world. Not
only did The Big Easy bring Jazz to America (its most celebrated
musical genre before hip-hop), but it gave the world Louis
Armstrong; his impact on the city is still felt to this day. One of the
things that inﬂuenced New Orleans Mayor Landrieu to take down
Confederate monuments was when Wynton Marsalis (another
native) told him that Louis Armstrong left the city because of a certain
statue. I applaud the mayor for taking heed to a cultural jazz legend,
and even more so, a New Orleans native.
But my most awesome experience was when I visited Euclid
Records in the Bywater. I was just walking in to browse, and I heard
Prince’s “Take Me with You” playing in the store. Seven to eight
minutes into digging and ﬁnding a few gems, I was still hearing the
same song, which is under four minutes long on the Purple Rain
soundtrack. So I was intrigued, but not shaken as a Prince collector.
Then “Beautiful Ones”, “Computer Blue”, and “Darling Nikki” came on
in succession as they would have on the soundtrack, but they ALL
also had either extra verses, or musical sections that weren’t on the
original Purple Rain soundtrack. So at that point, I had to approach
the owner.
He told me he was a DJ and Prince collector like myself, and put
the songs together based on a rare concert Prince did that became
known as the Makings of Rain. The live performance of “Purple Rain”
on the actual soundtrack came from that show in Minneapolis. But
the longer versions of all the other songs we’ve come to love on the
soundtrack are part of that concert as well. So I was blown away and
wanted a copy of this infamous concert. He wouldn‘t give it away
(luckily, I realized I have this concert on mp3 from another avid Prince
collector in Chicago, lol). But he did give Dragonﬂy--a fellow choir
member--a copy of the Crucial album Prince did in 1987 with Miles
Davis and George Clinton. But that whole experience to me summed
up the beauty of New Orleans and its people.

desperate.
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ASHNI SUNDER ~ Al
to

I’ll never forget that encounter, nor the grace, patience, and
wisdom of Rebecca and Bryan--the husband and wife who
blessed many of us in the choir who stayed in their welcoming
home...or the people that fed us at the meetings and shows...the
bikers in support of the people in that prison we rallied at...the
native NOLANs who marched with us during our “Tourists Against
Trump” march through the French Quarter...the ﬁreworks show on
the water (I had never been that close to a ﬁreworks display
before, lol)... the phenomenal shrimp at Cafe Pontalba...seeing the
location where Solomon Northup was sold and later wrote his
notes that became the basis for the book and ﬁlm 12 Years a
Slave...the colorful housing...the hospitality of the manager at Sonic
Burger who let us stage our Bayer-Monsanto march there and
even took a pic with us...and the overall energy and culture of a city
that has been through hell and came out on the other side and is
still pressing forward.
And the ﬁnal amazing thing was that a fellow member from a
band I play with in Chicago happened to be in town--and he sat in
with the choir on our last show. So it was a magically epic
experience. #NewOrleansForever!

ERIC JOHNSON--drummer

Photos by
Dragonﬂy
Barbara Robin Lee
Danny Valdes

Right up to the moment I woke up to go to
the airport, I was still not willing. I almost
missed the plane. Arrived just in time and
that is unusual for me. I am usually at the
airport at least two hours before flight time,
more if it’s an international flight. I barely
made it and I knew it was because I didn’t
want to go to New Orleans this time around.
I’m glad that I got on that plane.
This has been a completely different
experience than the last time that I walked
the streets of New Orleans. I have so many
feelings.
I want to thank each and every one of you:
the people I traveled, sang, danced, and ate
with--who bravely walked the walk and talked

I was in New Orleans thirteen
years ago for the first anniversary of
Hurricane Katrina.
I was there with friends to
protest the city’s attempt to give
housing to developers instead of
back to the former residents
forced to vacate New Orleans. I
was at Congo Square with people
who didn't want to give up on the
city but had to give up their
homes.
It was a horrible trip. Most of the
horror had to do with my drunken
behavior. But seeing so much
devastation didn’t help either.
Walking around the Lower Ninth
Ward filled me with sadness. Entire
neighborhoods were wiped out with
nothing left to show of the vibrancy
of what used to be. What remained
was dilapidated buildings and nature
taking back what was built over the
land.
I was drinking and fighting nearly
every night I was down there. I didn’t
EVER want to come back to New
Orleans. I wasn’t willing to deal with
others’ misery and relive the misery
of my own addiction.

April 2019

August 2006

the talk in your activism.

I AM INSPIRED!
I learned to love the city of New Orleans:
the beauty of the people, the music, the
architecture, the Mississippi River and the
trees embracing the sky.
The ritual direct action we did in Luling,
Louisiana was powerful! We stood at the
gates of Bayer-Monsanto and prayed for the
Earth and the day that corporation stops
selling its vile poisons all over the world.
The way we promenaded in protest
against the vicious policies of President
Trump was absolutely soulful and real! We
had no fear and if we did, we used it to our
advantage to strengthen ourselves and each
other.

I was struck by the generosity of our hosts
who took us into their homes, lives and hearts. I
was also pained by the people sleeping on
worn mattresses underneath the highways. The
beggars, the drunks--all of that touched my
heart and mind and it angered me.
New Orleans is oozing with lovely
shuck-and-jive1. But the contrast of people
drinking in excess for fun and the people
drinking to escape their pain was unsettling to
me.
This time I was in Congo Square to give
thanks to the ancestors who made it
through the slave auctions and Jim
Crow--we celebrated the strength they
passed on to us who defy the "powers" that
try to keep us down.
I still have some misgivings. I hardly heard
any talk about the gentrification that has taken
place. People who had more money rushed in
and took away the homes where generations of
family were born and died. I never got to hear
from people who were displaced and came
back to start anew. I also didn’t get a chance to
go to the Lower Ninth Ward / Bywater and see
how things changed for better or for worse. I
would have liked that.
Still, I do see empowerment. If gentrification
has manifest in a way that people of all creeds
and colors can protest together--to demand
prison reform and to stop
Bayer-Monsanto--then I’ll have to let my
misgivings go and accept the positive change.
I thank all of you for giving this experience to
me. I'm so honored that we had the opportunity
to pass on our love for justice to others by
song, by marching, by prayer, by love. I’m
blessed to experience and learn so much from
being in New Orleans in such a short time.
Thank you, New Orleans. Thank you, Family!

“In 1808, the US Congress
abolished the international
slave trade, contributing to
a significant increase in the
domestic slave trade, or the
trafficking of human beings
within the boundaries of
the United States. During
the fifty-seven years that
followed, and estimated 2
million men, women and
children were separated
from families and forcibly
moved by slave traders and
owners. The largest
numbers were brought
from the Upper South to
the Lower South via
overland and water routes.
New Orleans was the center
of this trade, resulting in
more than fifty documented
sites. More enslaved
people were sold here
from slave pens, public
squares, government
buildings, church
properties, city
taverns, private
residences, auction
houses, and even
ballrooms of luxury
hotels than anywhere
else in the US.”
(plaque courtesy of the Orleans
Parish Clerk of Civil District Court)

I have some complex thoughts/feelings
about the pic with the dad and his kids in
front of the plaque about the slave trade.
Duh, I guess. Here's how I would tell the
story of it:
I had one morning to myself to wander
through New Orleans. I strolled from where
I'd been staying in the Bywater
neighborhood to the French Quarter, taking
snapshots of things that caught my eye as I
made my way. New Orleans struck me as
that rare kind of city that has a deeply felt
sense of place. Homes and cars adorned with
color and flowers, art and artfulness seeping
from every corner. The people of the city
make it their own in ways large and small,
always with attention to detail.
It was a slow Sunday morning and I took my
time, stopping in at a shop called Cajun
Conjure to pick up some luck potion for
myself and a birthday gift for Lena (a hairpin
with a glorious feather arrangement). In the
midst of this reverie, this joy at even this
small glimpse of the spirit that animates
NOLA, I came across a series of plaques that
detailed the uglier side of this place: the
historic role of New Orleans in the slave
trade.
I encountered a young black father with his
two small children, struggling to take a selfie
with his kids in front of one of the plaques. I
instinctively took a snapshot of them and
immediately felt all kinds of strange
--exploitative, intrusive, callous--for doing
so.
Then I offered to take a photo for him. His
hands were full with his kids and he was
struggling on his own. He gratefully accepted
my help and so I then found myself, this
white guy tourist helping out a black man
take a tourist photo of something that felt
profoundly out of scale with the gesture of
the tourist photo. Slavery. The scale of that
crime landed on me in this moment like a
ton of bricks, a feeling of deep grief
heightened by this contrast between the
triviality of the tourist photo and the
enormity of the sin of chattel slavery.

Love,

BARBIKAT~Soprano

Photos by Barbikat

I handed his phone back to him, he thanked
me, and we parted casually and amicably in
the way that strangers do. I left the moment
feeling haunted, holding onto this deep sense
of contradiction where a place can be both
wonderful and terrible in the same moment.
And perhaps this is the essence of New
Orleans itself.
I am too much a stranger to the place to
make that kind of declaration, but that's the
impression that I carried home to Brooklyn,
a place with its own particular sense of
contradictions, its own terror and beauty and
art and camaraderie.

1
"Shuckin' and jivin' is a verbal and physical technique some blacks use
to avoid difficulty, to accommodate some authority figure, and in the
extreme, to save a life or to save oneself from being beaten physically or
psychologically." Herbert L. Foster; Ribbin', Jivin', and Playin' the Dozens:
The Persistent Dilemma in Our Schools,

Text & Photo by

MARK READ~Baritone

A QUICK TRIP
TO NEW ORLEANS
You often hear New Orleans described—and
indeed I have thought of it myself this
way—as a city apart. Marked by French and
Spanish
colonialism
and
an
important
cultural legacy of “free people of color” it
is
sometimes
called
“The
northernmost
outpost of the Caribbean.” Tourists like to
focus on its distinctiveness: the libertine
laws, the uniqueness of its vernacular
architecture, the strong localism of the
city’s food and music cultures.
We also understand New Orleans as a place
beset by seemingly insuperable tragedies of
both
the
“slow-motion”
and
suddenly
catastrophic varieties. The trip with the
choir was my fourth time in New Orleans. I’d
been twice for conferences and once for a
wedding, and each of the previous times had
stayed in the urban renewal-gutted downtown
of the city adjacent to the tacky throngs in
the French Quarter.
This time was so different. The group
stayed in various houses in the outer
neighborhoods of the city and focused most
of our performance and activist energy in
these places. For the first time I feel like
I really “got” New Orleans, in the sense of
why it is a beloved place for so many. But
at the same time I really came to understand
that really New Orleans is as American as
you can get: the poverty and entrenched
inequality, the violence, the pollution, the
mass incarceration, the hypergentrification,
and the neoliberal focus of government
energy and development capital on the
central areas of the city to the detriment
of the rest.

Encountering new spaces of the city as a
performer and activist, rather than simply
a “tourist,” served for this urban
geographer as an apt lesson in the way we
can—and must--think about all places
assimultaneously “distinct” and “typical.”
There is a local energy to those resisting
and independently producing culture in
response to equally deeply entrenched
national and international forces shaping
the city.
Feminist urban historians have shown us
how cities have always needed artists,
activists, educators, and visionaries to
take care of them and to discipline the
disorder
of
capitalist
urbanization.
Women, queers, people of color, and a
whole host of people who are radical or
just kind are doing the work every day of
holding cities together and making them
into spaces for reimagining futures. This
is the work that also makes each city
distinctly itself.
New Orleans is thus a paradox in the way
that
all
cities
are
paradoxes
of
simultaneous subjection and emancipatory
possibility, but each in their own
distinct, resilient, painful ways.

MAX ANDRUCKI-Baritone

...Exorcis

m of the Bayer-Mon
santo factory in Lu

ling, Louisiana...

THE SIGN

[LANGUAGE]
My experience performing in NOLA as
the choir’s interpreter for the deaf
brought my past and present together full
circle. I felt the stars tumbling down from
the heavens every minute of every day, but
especially when we performed at the
Southern Rep Theater. The presence of
Deaf audience members captured me
off-guard as I was preparing to sign for
what I had anticipated to be an
all-hearing audience. I was so deeply
embraced by my fellow choir members,
Sylver and Fran, who were able to sign
and participate with the Deaf group that
attended the performance. Our Creative
Director Savitri D. dazzled me by offering
greetings and salutations in American
Sign Language to the Deaf community.
And when a staff member told me there
was someone who wanted to see me, I
couldn’t imagine who that might be. I
couldn’t quite recognize the person from
my far-far away past as I was trying to see
through the haze of time, looking back at
a lost century and passed millennium.
When the veil lifted, I had the pleasure of
recognizing Hansen, a native of New
Orleans who had come to live in New
York City in the late 80’s and early 90’s
after finishing school in Rochester, New
York. We embraced and recounted our
history as if it were not that long ago
when, in fact, it was--almost three
decades.
I was introduced to Hansen’s fiancé, one
couple, and a friend. I immediately felt a
natural connection, an organic response
and a sense of enlightenment from being
in their presence. Whenever I am invited
to join in by Deaf people, I enter their
space of Deaf Culture and get to know
the unique contributions, roles and
accomplishments they bring to the world.
I feel I am being graced.
American Sign Language captures the
essence of such a profound experience in
communication. It encampasses the heart,
soul and expression of a person with such
passion that there are no words to explain
or describe it. Being with Rev. Billy,
Savitri, Lena, and the Stop Shopping
Choir has allowed me the opportunity to
reach far beyond and extend awareness of
the Choir to the Deaf community from
New York to New Orleans. Earthalujah!
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Alto~ASL Interpreter
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rai·uht noun
,
from Old French riote ‘debate’
from rioter ‘to quarrel’

iot

www.lexico.com/en/definition/r

I have been to beloved NOLA many times and found it
wonderfully joyful to be there with the Stop Shopping Family.
Our beautiful action at Bayer-Monsanto in Luling was a
calming sense of peace that the evil they do can be ended; I
hope the images we created help to spur massive civil action.
The joint action with NOLA to ANGOLA at the prison was a
wonderful time of communication between us; I have never
felt so close to people in that horrible situation.
The second line “Tourists Against Trump” on Royal and
Bourbon Streets--and of course the great fellowship and
meals between us and all our new friends were such a joy.
I hope we can have many more tours with the whole choir.

Text by DONALD GALLAGHER--Basso Profundo

an uproar.
an outburst of uncontrolled
feelings.
an impressively large or varied
display of something.
a highly amusing or entertaining
person or thing.

We remain inspired by our
collaborations with the following
organizations and individuals:
Elizabeth & William
Monaghan at 1019
⚜

Jana Napoli
⚜

Cherri Foytlin

DAWN STEWART-LOOKIN

⚜

Bob Snead
& Antenna Works

Dread Scott

Singer of the Month!!!!

⚜

Sherri Miller

⚜

Jay & Alita
at Music Box Village

⚜

Valerie Massimi

I noticed that some of our
NOLA activist hosts recycled
metal cans, maybe glass and
plastic cans/bottles, but not much
else. This was not irresponsibly on
their part, but knowledge that all the
rest goes into the general garbage.

⚜

⚜

CADA

Rebecca & Bryan
at Peaceful Uprising
⚜

George & Mary Angels

⚜

Nola To Angola

⚜

Orleans Parish Prison
Reform Coalition

⚜

Solitary Gardens
⚜

⚜

Louisiana
Bucket Brigade

On a recent trip to the Orange
County (NY) dump/recycling,
we SAW our recycling go
into the general garbage.

Southern Rep

⚜

L'eau est la vie Camp

In Autumn 2018 we observed strict
recycling all over Quebec province!

⚜

Congress of Day Laborers /
Congress de Jornaleros

What to suggest?
Check with your municipality to
SEE where your recycling is going.

⚜

Stop the Bayou Bridge Pipeline
Photo by
Dragonfly
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